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Let k be a field and V be an algebraic fc-scheme of dimension w—1. 
V is called a Severi-Brauer /;-scheme if there exists a separable algebraic 
extension L/k such that V xkL and Pw_1(L)=Proj L[XX, • • • , Xn] are 
isomorphic as /.-schemes [7]. V is said to be split by L/k. V is called a 
trivial Severi-Brauer ^-scheme if V and -Pw_i(fc) are isomorphic as fc-
schemes. 

Let K/k be a finite Galois extension and let G=Gal(X/A:). The iso
morphism classes (as /^-schemes) of Severi-Brauer /c-schemes of dimension 
n—\ which are split by K/k are in canonical one-one correspondence with 
the elements of the cohomology set H^G.PGLin.K)) [7]. The exact 
sequence l->K*-*GL(n, K)-+PGL(n, K)-+\ induces a map 

A : H^G, PGL(n, K)) -> H2(G, #*). 

A is injective and ImA is described as follows: let y e H2(G,K*) and 
let D(y) denote the central division algebra over k defined by y, let 
[D(y):k]=d2, then y e lm A if and only if d\n [6]. Assume now that 
y e lm A and let j8=A~1(y), then the Severi-Brauer A:-scheme F(/9), 
defined by /?, is isomorphic as a ^-scheme to the Grassmann variety of left 
ideals of rank n in the matrix algebra A=Mn/d(D(y)). Actually, A does 
not depend on K but only on n and the image of y in Br (A:), the Brauer 
group of k. It was Chatelet [5] who first defined Severi-Brauer varieties 
and established their basic properties over fields of characteristic zero. 
In particular, he determined the function field, K(V((3)), of F(/?). 
Amitsur [3] interpreted Chatelet's work from another point of view, 
obtained new results, and extended Chatelet's theorems to fields of 
arbitrary characteristic. Today, his determination of K(V(f3)) is more 
accessible than Chatelet's. The defining relations for K(V(f})) are sim
plest when A is a cyclic algebra [1], [2], i.e. there exists a cyclic splitting 
field k'/k for A with [k':k]=n. In this case, let zek' such that k'=k(z). 
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Chatelet and Amitsur proved that there exists a 6 e k* (0 is determined 
up to an element of Nk,jk(k')) such that K(V(/3)) is /^-isomorphic to the 
quotient field of M=k[X0, • • • , Xn]/I, where / denotes the ideal generated 
by 

HI ( »+g(z)X1 + g(z>)I2 + - ' + g ( z « - V J - ^ . 
0eGal(jfe7fe) 

In this note we are interested in Severi-Brauer schemes over two types 
of fields: first, k, a locally compact field, distinct from R or C, of arbitrary 
characteristic (a jp-field in the terminology of [11]), and, secondly, k9 an 
algebraic number field. In both cases we state results about "models" for 
Severi-Brauer schemes defined over the ring of integers of A: and the special
izations of these models. For k9 a/?-field, we give the zeta function for the 
closed fiber of the models described. For k, an algebraic number field, and 
n, an odd prime, we give the global zeta function for the model described 
and its functional equation. Proofs of these results will appear in a later 
publication. The larger part of this work was done at The Institute for 
Advanced Study during 1970-1972 where the author profited from A. 
Weil's advice and encouragement. Besides thanking Weil, the author also 
wishes to thank J.-L. Verdier for helpful conversations which took 
place at the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México during the 
summer of 1971. 

Let A: be a p-field with residue field FQ and ring of integers r. Let V(fi) 
be a nontrivial Severi-Brauer A:-scheme of dimension n—1. Using local 
class field theory, a canonical r-scheme Fr(/?) can be constructed having 
generic fiber birationally isomorphic to K(j8). Explicitly, let kn denote the 
unramified extension of k of degree n, G = Gal(kJk); let £ be a primitive 
qn— 1 root of unity in kn and rr be a prime element of k. Let M= 
r[X0, Xl9 - - • , Xn]II(fi)9 where /(/?) is the ideal generated by 

I l (*0 + g(QXl + «(?)*. + • • • + SCr-1)**-!) - "SXnn 

and s is an integer (determined by /?)> 1 ^s^n—l. Then Fr(/?)=Proj(M~). 
The closed fiber of Vr(ff) is a union of hyperplanes conjugate by elements 
of Ga\(FqnjFq). Its zeta function is 

[(1 - (q^TTXl - (qn-2T)n) • • • (1 - (qT)n)(l - T)]~\ 

Vr{($) will be called the canonical model for V(fi). In case V(J3) is a trivial 
Severi-Brauer fc-scheme, two types of models for V(fi) over Specr can 
be constructed, each having "good" properties under specialization. In 
particular, the zeta function of the closed fiber of each of these models is 

[(1 - qn^T)(l - qn~*T) • • • ( ! - T)]""1. 
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From now on let k and r denote, respectively, an algebraic number 
field and its ring of integers. Let CI be the set of places of k. For v e JQ, 
let kv denote the completion on k at v and, in case v is finite, rv the ring 
of integers in kv. Let F(/?) be a Severi-Brauer ^-scheme of dimension 
p—1, p a prime. Let Q0 denote the set of v e Q for which V(ftv)= V(fi) x k 

kv is a nontrivial Severi-Brauer /^-scheme ; Q0 *s finite. Using the Grunwald-
Wang theorem [4], strong approximation, and "recollement de faisceaux'9 

a coherent sheaf Sf of or-algebras flat over or can be constructed so that 
the r-scheme Ar=Proj(e^

?) has the following properties: 
(a) X x gpec r k is birationally isomorphic to V(ft). 
(b) For all v e Q0, Xv=X x Speo f Spec rv is isomorphic as an ^-scheme 

to the canonical model for F(/?). 
(c) For all v e Q—Q0, Xv is isomorphic as an rv-scheme to one of the 

two models for trivial Severi-Brauer /^-schemes. 
Let y be the image of /? in Br(yt) and D(y) the division algebra defined 

by y. Let ZD denote the zeta function of D(y) [2], [11] and Zx denote the 
zeta function of X in the sense of [9] with factors corresponding to the 
archimedean primes as defined in [8]. ZD and Zx have the same local 
factors corresponding to all veQ,—Q,0. Hence the Euler product de
fining Zx converges absolutely for s e C, Re(s)>p. Zx can be continued 
analytically to a meromorphic function on the complex plane with simple 
poles at £=0, p. Let Nô denote the norm of the different of D(y) over k 
and D denote the discriminant oîk over Q; then an easy calculation using 
the results of [10] yields the functional equation 

Zx(s) = (N8)l9/p-im»-1)\D\*i*,9-'a)Zx(p - s). 
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